It Pays to Specialize
New Bedford has been specializing in Radiation Oncology coding for over 25 years. Coding
is the foundation of your revenue cycle and vital to data analytics and patient satisfaction.
With New Bedford you can access our fully credentialed, HIPAA compliant employees using
proprietary radiation therapy tailored technology that ensures compliant coding for optimal
revenue and timely collections.

Satisfied Customers | Comprehensive Services
New Bedford provides radiation therapy coding services for
entities spanning the largest integrated cancer treatment
center in the country to small local practices. Whether your
organization is a medical practice, hospital, or free-standing
facility our team of certified and experienced coders and
auditors can provide:
Complete or partial outsourcing solutions
Short-term or long-term coding augmentation
Audits to evaluate compliance and
revenue opportunities
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Proprietary Radiation Therapy Coding Workflow
New Bedford’s proprietary workflow has been specifically created for coding and billing all modalities
in radiation oncology and is designed with the understanding that methodologies of radiation delivery
may vary according to the practice, facility and equipment. Our coders can quickly see gaps in coding
or documentation for the entire course of treatment and our team can report on clinical documentation
improvement through New Bedford’s proprietary reporting capability.

CODING EXAMPLE

We’ve Refined Every
Aspect of the Radiation
Therapy Revenue Cycle
At New Bedford we’ve modeled our services around the
three basic principles of an excellent physician: first, do no
harm; second, do what’s best for the patients; and third,
use the best available science. Our solutions improve the
critical RCM issues from accurate ICD-10 coding to follow
up and collections. As your revenue cycle partner, we’ll
help your practice or facility be compliant with coding
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rules, maximize your collections, reduce coding related
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denials and significantly cut down on your coding cost.
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